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ABST R AC'r 
In the first part of this thesis the nature of random noise, which 
a.rise and theoretically cannot be eliminated from radio receivers, is 
described. 
Nyquist equation, pertaining to the amount of noise generated in 
a resistor, is rederived by a simple method. The orig inal equation as 
derived by Nyquist, is found to be valid, only, f or physically realiza-
ble impedances of the minimum reactance ·type. 
The general problem of a passive electric network excited by random 
sources is treated; a useful principle is developed for its s olution. 
Part II treats of the definition of the noise figt.U'e of a four 
terminal network and the most important methods available for its mea-
surement. An improved noise generator for the measurement of noise 
figure is described. 
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1.1. Thermal Noise 
l 1 l 
In 1928 J. B. Johnson showed that: 11Statistical fluctuation 
of electric charge exists in all conductors, producing random variation 
of potential between the ends of the conductor." Working in conjunction 
(2) 
with him, Nyquist was able to show on the basis of the statistical the ory 
of thermodynamics that the thermal noise voltage generated in an impe-
dance Z is given by the equation: 
where; 
£ 
(f( 
T 
I< 
is the r.m.s. value of the thermal noise voltage 
the real part of Z in ohms 
the absolute temperature in degre~s absolute 
Boltz..rn.ann•s constant -H l.J7 x 10 wat t-sec/deg.Ab. 
bandwidth in cycles per second 
Combining electric circuit theory with the equipartition theo-
rem from thermodynamics, a simple derivation of Nyquist equation is 
possible. Consider t he simpl e r-c 
circuit sho'1'm in Fig.l ; if r is t he 
site of an e.m.f. vrhose r.m.s. value 
is i\f" , there must be energy stored 
-z. 
in the electric fie ld across the condenser of magnitude fC V , where 
V is the r.m.s. value of the potential drop across G. By the equi-
partition theorem, the average free ener gy fluctuation is equal to 
KT/2. Since the system has only one degree of freedom, and there can 
be no free energy in the resistor, we may write: 
or KT ( 1 ) 
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From simple circuit theory it is well known that for a simple r-c circuit 
the following identity is true: 
~J~Jw - -1L ( 2 ) - 2C 
where R is the real part of the parallel combination of r and c. Subs ti-
tuting for C in the e q_uat ion (2) we get: 
oO 
:irrfRdf 7f 'i. 2 
2/'IT 0 
"'° or 
4KTf fRdf _z. ( 3 ) v 
0 
'I'his is Nyquist equation in its integral form. 
In equation (3 ) if we l et C _.,, O ,A~!l. , a pure resistance 
independent of frequency, 
_z - ,2, 
v == (if 
then we may write: 
oa 
'IX T !Lo! df ( 4 ) 
'I'his is another way of saying that the square of the mean noise voltage 
across a pure resistor is a quantity independent of frequency per unit 
frequency, i.e., proportional to the bandwidth of L~terest. 
Generalized proof of Nyquist eq,uation: The fact that the mean sciuare 
fluctuations per unit frequency are independent of frequency ma y be 
proved, in general, by the following reasoning: 
'I'he mean square fluctuation 
r / 
:s< :Ji,... itr sa/· d t r~"° _r; 
-z 5 of random phenomena is defined as: 
( 5 ) 
Also the Fourier integral energy theorem enables us to write the identity, 
( 6 ) 
therefore: 
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e>O 
5~= 2~ //s(w)/idw ( 7 ) 
--To explain t he nature of the electric disturbance, that may arise in a 
!nosed conductor in equilibrium, we follow l.JOrent J 3J in claiming that• 
11 The random motion of elec trons, similar to the thermal agitation of gas 
molecules, will give rise to spontaneous electric currents, whose direc-
tion and intensity vary continuously." Therefore, we shall assume the 
disturbance to be of a random impulsive natm~e. We already know that t he 
Fourier transform of a single pulse of length I is a constant independent 
of frequency, for frequencies f 4'<.t ; also the mean square of the sum of 
random disturbances, is equal to the srnn of the squares of each individual 
disturbance, since all cross products vanish. Hence we have the general 
proof, that the mean square of a random disturbance of an impulsive natu::ce 
and of length 1' , per unit frequency, is independent of frequency as long 
as we are interested in frequencies f ~"'; . 
It is of interest to note in this place, that the above proof, 
at least, is not in conflict with quantum theory. It speculates that at 
frequencies of the order of -} the result will not hold. According to 
quantum theory the limiting frequency is g iven by: 
f = J<T/h == {. / x 1o'z c ycfts j sec. 
a 
where his Planck•s constant and T, for room temperature, equals 293 Ab. 
In what follows we shall concern ourse l ves only with f:requencies 
n fl 
much smaller than the limiting freq_uency or 6./ )( /0 cycles/second. We 
are ready now to develop Nyquist e q_uation for a generalised, physically 
realizable' minimum reactm1ce impedance function e = ;l(w) + j 13 (w) 
as shovm in F ig. 2, where C represents all the shunt capacity that may 
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-
be pulled out between ti1e teruinals a -b; v 
<:l ----~.....----... 
c 
. 
JB1 
A1 
Fij. 2 
A1+jB1 any physically realizable Lmpe-
dance of the minimtun reactance type, t\i' 
the r.m.s. noise voltage generated with- b ----'------' 
in //, + jB1 , and V the r .m.s. value of the potential drop across a-b. 
If e is assumed analytic at zero and infinite frequency, then it may 
be expanded in power series around zero and inf inite frequency as follovrs • 
A . B w Ll , wi. + ,;_ B,' w 3 -t - - - - -60 .: 0 -t I 0 + 11, I 
and 
JI A, 
-w1.. 
JI 
-t i ...!l!--+ 
<J w3 
(8 ) 
( 9 ) 
We immediately recognize that in Fig. 2, A..o =- O ) Boa.: - -{-
From an energy point of view the terminals a-b in Fig . 2, represent one 
degree of freedom in the system and t he meaYJ. free ener gy that may be 
associated with it, is to be equated to KT/.l · Dut the average noise 
energy E, between a-b, is by the Fourier ener gy theorem proportional to. 
°'° 
£ <>< 2~ f I vr;;J( ri 1':J 
-....::> 
Hence the equality: 
E ( 10 ) 
where 
o< is the proportionality constant depending on the g eom:;try of 
the system, and 
is 
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V(wJ /the Fourier transform of the r.m.s. voltage drop a cross a-b. 
By simple circuit theory, equation (10) reduces to: 
e>O 
- 211' f\T A1 
( ll ) E - ..£1-2 .L. t?I w 
But Fij 2 is ind~pendent of Wand /I/Ai is an even function of frequency, 
Therefore: 
I E £::::-.: 2. ( 12 ) 
This is the total average noise energy in the degree of freedom defined 
by a-b; hence by the equipartition theorem it represents double the free 
t>'6 
noise energy in the sarne degree of freedom. How the {1r, t:Lw may be 
evaluated by taking the line integral of &:,-c ~ the right half of 
the complex frequency plane, along a contour bounded by a large semi-
circular arc near infinity and the real frequency axis between oo and 
If both e and A I are :impedances of the minimwn reactance 
type, neither of them.will contain any singular ities within t he path 
of integration and we may write: 
( 13 ) 
The second integral in equation (13) vanishes because B/A 1 is an odd 
function of frequency; the third integral can be easily evaluated as 
Hence we have the identity: 
"° JA-A.o Jw fl I D --
7f B-a 
2 /J,o4 
( 14 ) 
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For our circuit /Lo: O , Bo.o=--f- , ,A,oe =/'t , the value of the pure 
resistance that may be pulled out from A1-t j Bi Therefore eq_uation 
(12) reduces to : 
EI== 7T 0( l\T z. - 0( rv- 2. 
-
4 rr l'l. c "/)., c 
or ~-z 
c f1.T J..f XT 11- (15) 
To calculate ~ we let 111 ~IL and our circuit reduces to the simple r-c 
circuit shown in Fig . 1 for which we have already proved the ident ity: 
per unit freQ.uency. 
Hence vre deduce that "</C::.: / and obtain the general relation 
per unit frequency (16) 
Equation (16) definitely associates the noise voltage fluctuations, per 
unit frequency, with a physical resistance that may be pulled out of any 
t wo terminal, physically realizable impedance of the minimum. reactance 
type. 
It may be easily ver ifieEl that' as long as e is a minimum reactance 
impedance, the theorem holds immaterial of whether A1+jB 1 is a minimum 
reactance impedance or not. 
If both $ and A1+ jf3 1 are non minimum r eactances, then we may 
prove that: 
o¢ f_fLc/w ~, 
0 
but we already know that 
~ 
-ZJ.JJ_ dw 
llJ" fl I 
0 
(17) 
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is proportional to the noise energy; thus we deduce the interesting 
result: 
per unit frequency (18) 
Therefore, we may generalize :Nyquist equation and write 
per unit frequency (19) 
where the equality si~n holds for all physically realizable impedances 
of the mini.mum reactance type. In terms of the mean s quare voltage 
between terminals a-b, the generalized Nyquist equation may now be 
w.c it ten as : 
(20) 
where the equality sign holds for all impedances of the minimum reactance 
type. 
- 8 -
l.2. Shot :Noise 
In an ordinary vacuum tube, the electric current emitted 
from a hot cathode consists of the combined effect of a large number 
of indepe:rmdently emitted electrons. 
c (If) 
In 1918, W. Shottky described 
the nature of noise which should theoretically be associated with the 
random ~nission of the electron convection current. The magnitude 
of this noise at low frequency has bee n calculated by various methods 
for both the temperature and space charge limited diode and is found, 
when initial velocities and secondary electron emission are neglected, 
to be g iven by: 
( 21 ) 
for the temperatur e limited diode, and by 
( 22 ) 
for the space charge lirni t ed diode. 
where: 
e is the charge of an electron 
Io is the D.C. plate current 
I< is Bal tzmann •s constant 
T is the cathode absolute temperature 
~ is the anode conduct.ance of the diode 
A comprehensive derivation of the above two formulas is due to 
(5) 
J. R . Pierce. 
(&) 
1.3. Transit 'rime Effect On Shot Noise: As shot noise is assumed 
to be formed of identical independent pulses, the power spe ctrum result-
ing from adding these pulses will be proportional to the absolute 
- 9 -
square of the Fourier transform of a single one of the pulses. For the 
temperature limited diode the current pulse w.ay be shown to be of the 
form: 
i (t) ~ .z.e ,t o < t <.I ~y2 
i {/-) 
- 0 for a.ft uther 
-
where, 
e is the charge of the electron 
7' is the cathode to anode trans it time. 
Therefore the Fourier transform of i(r} is: 
7' 
and 
Gl"') = _;___" .;ez. ft ijwf J. t 
vz-rr T 
0 
( 23 ) 
~ 
( 24 ) 
( 25 ) 
which is proportional to the power spectrum of the noise. 'I'he constant 
of proportionality is computed by letting (i go to zero and the power 
spectrum approach its low frequency value 
Hence we get: 
.2 t Io 
2 7T 
( 26 ) 
( 27 ) 
Similarly for the space charge limited diode it may be s hown that: 
o.
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( 28 ) 
By following the same steps as in the temperature l:i.mi ted case we ge t 
for the space charge limited diode: 
( 29 ) 
( 30 ) 
The factor r.i, for both zero and complete s pace charge is plotted in 
Fig .J., as a function of the transient angle 8 · 
The above results repr esent a summary of many articles which 
have been published on the subject. They have been included here for 
the sal<e of comple teness. 
1.4. Effect Of Lead Inductance .And Shunt Capacity On The Available 
Iifoise Power From A Single Diode: When the fr e quency is high 
enough so that the plate resistance is effectively shunted by the 
cathode- plate capacity, the equiva lent high frequency circuit of the 
matched diod e used for noise 
measurement is as shown. From 
simple circuit theory it is 
easily found that the available 
noise power a t the load admit-
tance Ye is: 
.i p:: _f_ t/I x I 
'I Ve ,-_-,-. 7""'."5'_w_2_i-_C_+_w_'f_'J._.a_c_z_ 
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when, 
)'t = G = f"f-
We see that the available noise power is a function of freq_uency. 
For example a t 100 m.c. if, 
) ) 
and the power has increased by about 7% of its lov1 frequency value; then 
to compare this result with the transit ti1ne reduction factor rt . let 
us consider a plan.e diode with 2 mm separation between cathode and anode; 
let the anode voltage be 100 volts; for temperature limited operation 
the traYJ.sit angle is about o.42 radians at 100 m.c.; From Fig.3. the 
ava ilable noise power is found to be reduced by less than 1%. Thus the 
shunt capacity and lead inductance have a much more serious effect at 
100 m.c. in reducing the available noise power from the single d iode, 
than the transit time. It is to be pointed out also that the use of 
networks to tune out the shunt capacity or lead inductance is not to be 
reconunended in noise measurements because of the selective characteristics 
of these networks with respect to the freq_uency, and it is indeed no 
exageration to claj_rn tha t in many cases, tuning networks, if not care-
fully designed, affect the accur acy of noise measurements in a most 
arbitrary manner. 
- l,2 -
i.5. Sources Of Random J'Toise In Conventional Passive Cir cuits 
Let us consider a generalized passive network exc ited by random 
noise sources. Let the available noise power at a certain point of 
interest in the network, called the orig in, due to discrete noise 
sources of r.m.s. magnitudes 
l, 12 I,.,, 
and placed at points, 
Xtv,J } Xl~i) - - - - - - - - - - x (ti)\) 
be f(f,) 1 P(fz.), -------- .. f (1~) 
when the sources are intr oduced individua lly in t he ne t work. 
r may be considered as a s pace variable relating input and output. 
In case the s ources 
} ------ - -----
are introduced simul t aneously in the system, the noise power output at 
the origin will be 
">?.:")t 
LP(fJ :: fO,) +PCi2.)+ --- -- -+PCr10.) ( Jl ) 
1)1: I 
because the sources are assumed to be of a random nature. In general 
P(1) may be written as a f raction, the numerator and denominator of 
which are both functions of ~ • Hence the identity: 
,., :/)'I 
L!tf) ( 32 ) -
l'l'I: I 1'11: I 
However if the system is li.ri.ear, t h e different noise sources should not 
interact with each other, so tha t '))(i)nru.st be independent of (~) • 
'.I'herefore we may wr ite for a linear system, 
- 13 -
I 
D 
( 33 ) 
where D is a constant which depends on the geometry of the system. 
In case the discrete noise sources become continuous in space, the 
output noise power may be written in the form of the definite integr a l 
p ( 34 ) 
Usually D is determined by placing a noise source at a convenient 
point in the network and then solving for the output power. The above 
result is quite general and is only restricted by the speculation that 
the system Iilllst be linear and the input of a random nature. It a_ppl ies 
to mechanical as well as to electrical systems, since the two are 
analogous. 
I t should be noticed at this point, that NlT> must be a scalar 
quantity; the network may affect, only, the magnitude of the noise 
power output, because this is the only quantity by which tandom sources 
are characterized. 
PART II 
TrE DE'TI!L.1iMIHATIOiir OF lil"OISE FIGURE BY Tm: 
DISTRIBU'IED .AWD TRANSMISSION Lilm1 1TOIS'E GEWERATOR DIODES 
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2.1 Noise Figure 
During recent years much has been said about the de finition 
of nois e figure of four-terminal ne t works in general, and many me thods 
have been described and used for its measurement. The most suitable 
definition of t he noise figure, F, for our purpose, is that g iven by 
H 
. • ( 7) 
-• T. Friis: 
Available input signal power/Ideal available input noise power 
Available output signal power/Available output noise power 
F :: 
Sg/K T B :::: __ 1_\f __ 
S/ l~ G: K T B 
where G = S/Sl gain of the network 
For line ar networks we may refer a ll quantities to the output and 
write: N =: FKTB 
A general procedure to measure F is to conne·ct a square law 
meter to the output terminal and note the output power n oise, N1 , 
when the i nput is matched and no signal present. Then 2 signal is 
added to the input whose average r.m.s. power is 0 1 , and the output 
signal plus noise power n1 is noted . Hence we may VII'ite • 
N1 = F KT B 
Hz. ::: F K T B + S 1 
N· - N1 , 2 s , 
s , 
F .: ---------
( N2/ H1 - 1 ) K T B 
- 15 -
For absolute determination of F, the bandwidth may be elimina ted 
by c hoosing S1 such that it is pr oportional to the bandwidth of the 
network whose noise figure is t o be measured. Such signals are available 
from random noise g enerating sources such as hot Ti i res or temperature 
limited diodes. In case a hot wire is used whose temperature is '1'1 
F =-----------
In pr act ice, ·1·1 / T is of the order of 10 ;and if' the measurement of noise 
figure is to be accurate, lii,i./ :r,:·, should be of 'Lie or der' of 2 . '.rJ.1us hot 
wire s ources, t hough excellent noise generator s, may on l y oe us ed for 
t he rr.e asurement of nois e f i gu.Jbes of t he order of 10 or less. 
The use of conventional temperature limited diodes permits t he 
rneasuremen t of noise figures substantially larg er t han 10 at low 
freq_uenc y . ~') ince S : i- e I o B R 
e I 0 B R e I o R 
F : : ----------~ 
- o I If T - 290 Ab • , then e 2 K T .:: 20 and 
20 1 0 R F:--------
where H is t he l oad resistance assumed to match the d iode noise gener-
ator output resis tance. 
Again, for N2 /:H1 ::: 2 a.11d R = 50 ohms, noise figures of the order 
of 30 may be easily measured at low frequencies when both transit ang le 
effects and lead inductance and shlmt c apac ity are neglig ible . Ho1rrever, 
at h i gh frequencies t he 1 i::iitations on conventional d iodes are such t hat 
t hey virtually become us e l ess as standard :10ise cene rat ors at fr eq_u enc i e s 
- 16 -
higher than 100 me. 
To remedy the effects of shunt capacity and lead inductance, 
R. Kompfne~B) and others have described the transmission line diode to be 
used as a noise source at centimeter wavelengths. They faced the problem 
of constructing a specially designed diode to perform their experiments. 
In the following pages, a noise generator consisting of a finite nwnber 
of conventional high frequency diodes cascaded together, is described. 
It has all the advantages of the transmission line diode to which it is 
practically equivalent and the added advantage of being built of compo-
nents easily available on the market. Also, the available noise power 
from the transmission line diode, operating tmder certain prescribed 
conditions is computed by simple means. A comparison is made between 
the loss-less transmission line diode, the one in which the losses are 
small and the one in which the losses are predominant. 
- 17 -
2.2 The Distributed Diode as a Standard Noise Source 
We shall solve the problem of N+ I similar noise generator diodes 
cascaded together; their plate resistance will be neglected compared to 
their shunt capacity; their e~uivalent high fre~uency circuit, when all 
losses are neglected, will be asswned as shown in Fig. 5 • 
The available noise power at the load end may be computed by straight 
forward methods using the principle of superposition for random sources, 
i.e. applying one current at a time and solving for the output power at the 
load. This method involves the solution of N+ l simultaneous equations 
N t l ti.ires. In case the nu..rnber of tubes is larger than the modest number 
of four, the computational labor involved becom:>s unjustified. However a 
solution in a closed form is possible. It involves the solution of a 
simple second order difference e~uation and the application of the princi-
ple developed in section 1.5. concerning the superposition of random 
noise sources in a passive network. 'I'b.e complete solution, for one end 
terminated by its characteristic admittance '{C7L when the far end is 
short circuited, is developed in appendix I. All other results are deve-
loped by following similar steps. 
The available noise power fs.c.at the load admittance Yt when the far 
end is short circuited is found to be: 
S=N L Skih). (N-5)8 
fs.c. ::: I z VL/C __ .s_=_o _______ ___,,.---_ __.. 
I+ 5'-nh f 5A/rt,h (2N+f) 8 
( 35 ) 
where, Cosh e = /+-k Y2 /- ...L wZL( 2 y, .z 
N + J is the total numb er of tubes 
Ye 
y. 
- 17a -
0 
Fig. 5 
Equivalent High Frequency Circuit of the Distributed 
Nois~ Generator Viode .• 
I 
and Yt are terminal admittances 
is the series admittance of a wire connecting two tubes 
'(i. is ·the shunt admittance to ground of each tube 
I i s the R. M. ~ . value of the noise current generated in each diode 
Ye' 
- 18 -
5 is an integer over which the sumrri~tion is to be tak~n 
rl the square of the r .m.s. of the noise current of each tube. 
In the reg ion where 0 ~ w1'-'~'f , to make the solution real, we put 
8 = j f and obtain: 
Cos f = 1-..l.. w 1L.c 
.z. 
S=N 
Ps .c. = I 2 VLJc 
L 5.hi..z (W-S) 1' 
s :: 0 
I- 5'hif Sk (iN+f) f ( J6 ) 
and in the reg ion where If -<. W z.L C <:. ""° we put e:::: f + j 11' and get: 
cosh ~ = f-wi.L c-1 
S: N 
L,Sh?h~(N-S) 4 
s .:o 
I+ Si-Mhf Sk.h (lN+f) cf ( 37 ) 
It can easily be seen t hat the available noise power tends to zero at 
both zero and infinite frequencies as it actually should. 
The available noise power divided by Jl(Tic is plotted as 
ordinates against the dimensionless q_uantity wzLc as abscissa on semi-
log paper in Fig.6., when two, six and ten identical tubes are used. 
This plot is interesting in that it shows that the available noise 
power in the region O~ wi1..,~1.J. has N maxima in each case, and that 
the envelopes of these curves seem to be parallel straight lines; so 
that actually they must be exponentials of the sarne index. 
The case when the noise generator is matched at both of its 
ends by its characteristic admittance '[C/L has also been solved and 
the available noise power P'7fl at each end is found to be: 
100 - 18a -
\l I 
.. / 1-4 / 
---:- / 
~ / 11, 
~ / I 50 / ll 
/ 11 
" / I ll / ii :1 / 11 / ,,.n II ~ 30 // I :1 I 
// I /f( '1 I / I 1, / 11 /n l I 20 / JI I I I 1 / I,; I I 11 
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s::1" 
(N-+•) + Si.Ji f ~ (zftl-.25 + i)& 
S=o ------~--~------- ( 38 ) 
J - St-h~f 5~2 (N+ l) 9-
where 
cosh 9 - /- ..L w 2L C 
- .i 
and all other symbols have the same meaning as in the short circuit 
case. A.gain in the region where 0 ~ wLLC ~if to make the solution 
real, we put B = j f and obtain: 
cos f = 1 _ -1- wz.t.c 2 S:f\/ 
(>1+1) -~t ~(1.N-2S+f)f 
s::o ( 39 ) 
and in the reg ion where If<.. wlLC <.-a vre put &= if+j JT and obtain; 
co sh f == + wlL c - I 
S=H 
(t1+1) + s~} 'L_Sk.h (.iN-2s+j-) ~ 
S=O 
We easily find that at zero frequency, 
N+ I 
'+ 
( 40 ) 
( 41 ) 
which is indeed the expected result. At infinite frequencies t he 
output again falls to zero as in the short circuit case. The avai-
l ab le noise power divided byJiVL/C is plotted against t.V2LC in :B' i g . 7 
on semi-log paper. 'rhe response is found to be flatter than in the 
short circuit case in the region O!:w2i.C~lf . ·i'he number of maxima 
is again N if the zero f requency value is excluded. 
/00 
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Effect Of Losses: 'I'.he general problem when both series and shunt admit-
tances becow£ complex has not been attempted; the effect of equal losses 
in each tube is expected to decrease the value of the peaks t hus giving 
a much flatter response, in general, than in the lossless case. 
Case Of A Load Limited By Its Shunt Capacity .And Lead Inductance: 
We may easily calculate the available noise power at a load limited by 
a shunt capacity and lead inductance eQual to that of the noise gene-
rator network, by considering the first section as dead. 
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2.3 The Lossless Transmission Line Diode 
Having solved the problem of the lossless distributed diode with 
lumped elements and discrete noise sources, we now proceed to the solution 
of the lossless transmission line diode with d istributed elements ane 
uniformly distributed noise current along its length. We shall consider 
the problem when the line terminal admittances Ye and Yt' are unequal but 
one of them equal to the line characteristic admittance, i.e. ~:yqi., Yt=F t[ 1 
The complete solution for the transmission line diode with losses 
is developed in Appendix II. The lossless case may be deduced by 
letting ~_, 0 • The available noise power f at the load admittance 
Ye:::. ~CJL is found to be given by: 
(42) 
I 
In case the far end is short circuited, i.e. Ye~ o.o , the available 
noise power reduces to: 
p - -'- 1-?.1 VLJc r, _ sk ie<P J 
•s.c. - 2 L .llf (43) 
I 
In case it is open circuited, i.e. Yt-+ o , the available noise power 
reduces to: 
I ~ { tr;-;:' ( si,,.z f ~) ~c . ::. T I JL/c I+ 2 l <i (44) 
and in case it is matched, i.e. Yt= >{= VC/L. , the available noise power 
becomes: 
(45J 
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where: 
J is the length of the line 
I 2 the square of the average r.m.s. noise current emitted per unit 
length and has the units of amperes square per unit length. 
~ == w YL/C 
w : i:;r J' frequency 
l- the inductance of the line per unit length 
C the capacity of the line per unit length. 
The above results are indeed simple and interesting. 'rhey show that, as 
the frequency becomes high or the length of the line large, the open 
circuit case reduces to the short circuit and the available noise power 
reduces to 2. z2e VLJC t which is double that obtained from the 1 ine matched 
at both ends. 
The Transmission Line Diode with Losses.- The problem of the transmi-
ssion line diode with losses is no more difficult to solve analytically 
·i;han the problem of the lossless transmission line diode. The only 
difficulty which arises is the complex problem of estimating the high 
frequency losses of the line. V'e have solved the problem for the fo-
llowing three cases of interest, namely: when the load end is terminated 
by its characteristic impedance and the far end, terminated by its cha-
racteristic impedance, short circuited and open circuited respectively. 
The available noise power when both ends are matched is found to be: 
( Lt-6 ) 
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where: 
* y0 is the conjugate of the char~cteristic admittance of the line 
~ the attenuation constant of the line 
and all other symbols have the same meaning as in the lossless line. 
Yfo note with interest that for a line whose ~f,<I equation (46) reduces to: 
(47) 
Thus the transmission line diode with small losses is equivalent to a 
lossless line of shorter length. When the losses are large, i.e. O(f >}'I 
equation (46) reduces to: 
(48) 
Thus the output power becomes independent of the length and inversely 
proportional to the attenuation constant of the line. 
'Hhen the far end of the line is short circuited the available noise 
power at the load end is found to be: 
~c. = (49) 
where: 
f is the phase shift constant of the line. 
When the far end is open circuited we obtain for the available noise 
power at the load end of the line: 
(50) 
Vi e again note the interesting fact that a 1 ine with ed <<I is equivalent 
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to a lossless line of shorter length as shown by the following two equa-
tions deduced from equations (49) and (50): 
( 51 ) 
( 52 ) 
For a ~'. Jios~-y 1 ine we have 0( e >-'J' I and we can easily deduce from eQua-
tion:s (49J and (50) the following relation. 
l?. Ps.t :: Po.e . =:.' Ye 
'I 0 
( 53 ) 
This is the same result obtained for the line matched at both ends. 
We thus are justified to conclude that for a line with od;./I 
and terminated at one of its ends by its characteristic impedance, the 
available noise power at the matched end is independent of the termina -
tion at the other end and of the length of the line, and is only a 
function of the emission characteristics of the line and its attenuation 
constant. This fact enables us to build a high frequency noise gene-
rator whose power output is independent of frequency and of the terminal 
impedance at one of its ends. It is indeed a standard noise source 
if we know how to estimate accurately its attenuation constant and how 
to match it properly to its load. 
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APPENDJX I 
Distributed Noise Generator Diode With One End Shorted To Ground: 
\'le shall develop here a general solution for the amount of 
available noise power at the load admittance Yt of the network shown 
in Fig .8. We shall solve the problem when a single noise som~ce whose 
r.m.s. noise clll'rent is I, is placed at node zero; then using the pr li1-
ciple developed in section i.S: we shall write by inspection the 
solution when N + 1 sources are placed simultaneously at the H + 1 
nodes. 
Applying Kirchhoff 1s current theorem, we may wr ite at node n, 
V,,,., + V..,.,+1 ( 1 ) 
( 2 ) 
'I'he solution of equation (1) is of the form: 
A cos h 1Y1 e _,... B 5.wJ, '" e ( 3 ) 
wher e A and B are arbitrary constants to be determined from b oundary 
conditions. 
At node zero, we have by Kirchhoff 1s law: 
v~ ( y, -+- Yi ... Yt) - v, Y, ~ 1 
A (y, +Yi.+~) - Y, (A coshe+B $i...he) = I 
A n y,+ y1. +Yd - y, Coshe] - B y, Si.Ji e = I 
( 4 ) 
( 5 ) 
( 6 ) 
If there are (W + l) nodes and the Nth node is shor t circuited, t hen, 
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0 
Yt Ty, Tr. Ty, 
--~--~ ------ - ------ - _____ ....._ __ .._______. 
Fig. f 
. Equivalent High Frequency Circuit of the Distributed . 
Noise Generator lJiode. 
Ye and Ye' are terminal admi ttanees 
y1 is the series ad.'Tlittance of a wire connecting two tubes 
Yi, is the shunt admittance to ground of · each tube 
1 is the R~ M. ~ . value of the noise curre~t generated in each diode 
Ye' 
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V,,, = o .:: A Co.sh N& + B 5k.h Ns ( 7 ) 
A = - 8 lkzJ, N9 ( 8 ) 
( 9 ) 
8 = ~-----~--I ___________ ( l o ) 
U Yi+ Yz.-t ~ )- Y, cash e) ),a,,,h Na + Y. 5£,n/, B 
Sin,h N$ Cos}, rn B - C osh NB 5iM/,., me 
'k=I ~---------------------------c i2) {( Y,+ Yz. +Ye)- Yi Coshe} shJ, Ne 4- Y, Shih & Cosh Ne 
vl')1:; 
rr we make Ye rea1 and y, = 1 ~L. , y2. = jwc • then, 
but (t- w 2LC) = 2 CosJ,a - I ( 15 ) 
therefore, 
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~~--------------I----Sinli_· _ (~N--_m~)-B ________ ~( 16 ) 
Y, f uoshe-1) 5t:J. NB- ~(11-1)B J + Yt si-/. NB 
~---------I __ s_~-·~(_N_-~~~-e ___________ ( 17 ) 
Y1 [ sh,J ( rv +1) e - 5,i,J, Ne J + Yt s~ Ne 
---~~~~I~s_.h,J,~(_N_-_-n)_@~~~~-<is) 
Y, [2 sinlf Cosh (N+-f )ej + Yt »J, NB 
In particular, the voltage at node zero is; 
Vo = 
The available noise power at the load is: 
( 20 ) 
fo = Iz. Yt 5~)/ NB 
.,,!, , [ 1 si..J..f co sh ( rv+t) B J-r Ytl ski/ fli e ( 21 ) 
If we make ~::. yc/l , then: 
IL V L/c 5 t,,,,/, 'Ne 
Po = ~---=--------......--------< 22 ) 
*c [if ski, 1:/ Cosh 1(N+f) 9] + 5i,n.J, z. N & 
but 4 5.inj, i. ..fi.. = - v.)1. LC 
i. 
therefore, 
( 23 ) 
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Li. VL/c 5k), z NB 
--------------------~( 24 ) 5~ z. NfJ - Co sJ,1. ( N+i:) & 
Iz.(i;c ShhzN& 
____________________ ( 25 ) 
I+ ~f- Shh (2t1+f )B 
The available noise power Ps.c. , in general, when (H + 1) sources are 
placed at the (Ni" 1) nodes si.'nultaneously, may be easily written by 
inspection of equation {33) section 1.5 as: 
S=N 
Ps.c. 
I' f .f L Si. • .P(N-s)a 
_______ .;;;.s_=_o ____________ ( 26 ) 
I+ 5hJ, f ShJ. (<-Ntf) e 
This result has been compared with the solution obtained by placing the 
noise source at a generalized node of F i g. 3 and fou_~d to be correct. 
It also agrees with the result obtained by the straight f orward 
solution of the simultaneous e q_uations ; in the special case when the 
distributed noise generator is made out of four diodes. 
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AP:?ElIDIX IJ;. 
'l"'ransmission Line Diode Matched At One End And Terminated By .An 
Arbitrary Impedance At The Other End: 
Let us consider a transmission line whose inner conductor. 
emits a noise current of r.m.s. intensity I. Considering an elementary 
length of the line at the origin, we may write by applying Kirchhoff's 
law at the origin: 
Vo Yt + i.o :: 1 (1) 
It is well known that the general steady state solution for the current 
and voltage along the length of a transmission line is of the fonn: 
( 2 ) 
-i. (R+jwL) = ( 3 ) 
( 4 ) 
where t ~ '/(fl+ jwL) ( G + j we) ( 5 ) 
Yo = 
G+ j~C ( 6 ) 
Therefore at the origin we may write: 
la= - Yo B ( 7 ) 
- JO -
Vo= A ( 8 ) 
Substituting in equation (1), we have: 
A[Yt-Yof-)== I ( 9 ) 
If the far end is terminated by the arbitrary admittance Yt' then, 
( 10 ) 
/3 
-- -
( 13 ) 
A 
Substituting from eciuation (13) into (9), we have: 
( 14 ) 
I= A[ ~ Yt' 5k,t, et Ye Yo cosh t + YoY'/coshpf + Yoi sin/, Jf ( 15 ) 
Y/ sirJi jd + Yo Cosh /' t 
I f Yt: y0 , then equation (15) reduces to: 
1 = ll 
A= I 
- Jl -
--1'(c~o Yl~e J:...[s_~....J.t_l_+_c,,_sh...:...f'-=l j~+-~l-=-[c_os_/, ;_t_+_Si-h_· ;.r_t~] __ c 16 ) 
Y/ sN, td + Yo Co5J. pl 
e-tf [~'.siJ,pf +Yo coshtf] 
Yo[Yt'+Yo] ( 17 ) 
For an arbitrarily placed nois e genera ting elei~ent whose coordinate 
along the 1 ine is defined by the var iab 1 e f we have: 
( 19 ) 
'I'his voltage will r each the load end multiplied by the factor i/f so that 
, then equation (20) reduces to: 
• 
( 20 ) 
( 21 ) 
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'I'herefore the element of power a t the . load is 
( 22 ) 
Total available power at the load is 
( 23 ) 
( 24 j 
If the f ar end is short circuited, yt' ~o<> , and eQuation (20) beco:mes 
Element of power available at the load: 
( 26 ) 
( 27 ) 
- 33 -
( 28 ) 
( 
7lhen the far end is open circuited Yt ~ o , and by a similar IT:e thod 
we obtain for the noise power available at the load end: 
21 - 2~t ~ 1 e - -.e. - :;t 
2 fa 
( 29 ) 
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